
Protection, portation, presentation.  The three
criteria of any baton scabbard.  Each carrier must
define a compromise between security and speed
of presentation.  It must provide a level of
protection without compromising access.  The case
must secure the baton without hindering rapid
deployment.

On the street, there can be no tolerance for second
best.  A scabbard that fails may compromise baton
access during the critical point of a confrontation.  

Under the most severe tactical conditions, ASP
Scabbards do not fail.  They combine protection
with access.  They secure the baton during
transport.  They allow a firm grip and rapid
presentation.  ASP Scabbards excel.  Under the
most severe tactical conditions, they have no equal.

Each day the nation’s most respected and tactically
sophisticated law enforcement agencies trust their
safety to ASP.  Each day ASP Scabbards are the
first choice of those who cannot afford less. 

BATON SCABBARDS



Snap-On Belt Loop

SideBreak
The foundation of the ASP gallery of
Baton Scabbards.  The Rotating
SideBreak® swivels to 12 distinct
positions or may be locked upright on
the duty belt.  A retracted or
expanded baton may be rapidly
presented, yet is securely retained
during dynamic confrontations.
Expanded batons may be presented
out the side of the carrier.  Available
in Black, Ballistic, Basketweave and
ASPtec® finishes.

SideBreak Paddle
The Paddle Scabbard is easily attached
to and removed from the belt.  It provides
secure retention and rapid presentation
of an expandable baton.  The carrier may
be worn straight or angled on the Strong
or Reaction Side.  The compact design
secures and conceals the full range of
ASP expandables.

Federal
A compact, reduced form carrier
for the Tactical Baton®.  The
Federal® Scabbard is designed
for those officers who prefer a
closed front ASP case.  The
carrier adjusts to a variety of belt
widths.  It rotates to 12 distinct
positions and will retain a
retracted or extended ASP
Baton.

Federal Paddle
Designed for the investigator
or plainclothes officer.  This
Paddle Scabbard rapidly clips
onto and off of the belt.  It
may be worn straight or
angled on the Strong or
Reaction Side.  The Paddle
distributes the weight of the
baton over the hip.  The
carrier will retain a retracted
or expanded ASP Baton.

Designed for military or special
operations, this rotating polymer
belt loop will clip onto all
MOLLE equipped vests, military
or duty belts.  The cases swivel
to 12 distinct positions or may
be locked in place.  A retracted
or expanded baton may be
rapidly presented, yet is
securely retained during
dynamic confrontations.
Expanded batons may be
retained in the carriers.

Duty
This “soft” design baton
scabbard is ideal for
military, investigative or
security personnel.  The
carrier snaps onto the
belt.  It securely retains
a retracted or expanded
ASP Baton.



FEATURES

SideBreak Scabbards
allow rapid presentation
of an expanded baton.

Federal Scabbards are
compact.  They securely
retain the ASP Baton.

The soft side Duty
Scabbard is easily
attached and rigidly
secure.

The polymer SideBreak
Scabbard will flex open
to present an expanded
baton.

The Duty Scabbard is
soft, yet secure.

The elastic technologies
of the Duty Scabbard
will retain 16, 21 or 26
batons.

Duty Scabbards retain
Triad lights in a lens up
or lens down position.

SideBreak and Federal
Scabbards rotate to 12
distinct positions.

Paddle Scabbards
adjust to 5 distinct
positions.

Belt clips are sized for duty
belts.  They incorporate an
adjustable belt slide.

Black
Ballistic
Basketweave
ASPtec®

The Paddle allows a
Federal or SideBreak
Scabbard to be worn in
a variety of investigative
configurations.

The retaining bar of
ASP polymer scabbards
can be adjusted for
ease of presentation or
strength of retention.

The hex tool in polymer
baton scabbards is
removed with the double
lock pin of a handcuff key.
It is used for both
adjustment and
disassembly.

Baton scabbards are
available in Series 16,
21 and 26 lengths.

The SideBreak
Scabbard retains the
baton tip with four
plates which flex open
to allow carry of an
expanded baton.

Federal Scabbards
retain the baton tip with
a single plate which can
be bypassed by angled
insertion of the baton.

SideBreak Scabbards
are fitted with spare
retention screws.



Classic Carriers with a Hidden Advantage

16 21 26

SideBreak, Rotating

Black 52232 52432 52632

Basketweave 52233 52433 52633

Ballistic 52235 52435 52635

ASPtec 52234 52434 52634

SideBreak Paddle

Black 52236 52436 52636

Federal, Rotating

Black 52238 52438 52638

Federal Paddle

Black 52239 52439 52639

Duty

Black 32232 32432 32632

Ballistic 32235 32435 32635

Each Tactical Baton Scabbard in the 
ASP gallery of designs is fabricated 
for a specific purpose.  Each employs
advanced computer aided design and
fabrication concepts.  

ASP Scabbards are a benchmade blend 
of retention, safety and speed.  Each
baton case is fashioned with the same
painstaking attention to detail as the 
finest pistol holster.  

ASP designs utilize strategically positioned
lines of tension and zero tension areas.
Each carrier incorporates ISO certified
construction in designs so unique that they
are patented.  The result is a series of
compact, inconspicuous and extremely 
effective carriers for the ASP Baton.
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“Protecting Those Who Protect”


